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N=612 adult Maryland residents; ±4.0%; conducted online, April 28-May 4, 2020

V1.Do you know anyone personally, whether a friend, coworker, neighbor, or family member,
who has tested positive for the coronavirus?
Yes, I know someone who tested positive .................................................................. 31%
I know someone who could not get a test but may have had the coronavirus ............... 5%
No, I do not know anyone who tested positive ............................................................ 60%
Not sure ....................................................................................................................... 5%
V2. What is your own level of worry that you or someone in your immediate family may become
ill with COVID-19?
Very worried ............................................................................................................... 31%
Worried ...................................................................................................................... 39%
Total Very worried + Worried ................................................................................... 70%
Only a little worried ..................................................................................................... 23%
Not worried ................................................................................................................... 8%
V3. Has your own or your household’s economic livelihood been significantly affected by the
pandemic, either through job loss or reduced income?
Laid off or lost my job or my/our primary source of income ......................................... 17%
I have not lost a job or primary source of income, but my/our income is reduced ....... 30%
Total Affected .......................................................................................................... 47%
I have not been affected that way ............................................................................... 54%
V4. Do you approve or disapprove of Governor Hogan’s handling of the coronavirus crisis?
Approve...................................................................................................................... 75%
Disapprove ................................................................................................................... 7%
Mixed or not sure ....................................................................................................... 18%
V5. Do you approve or disapprove of President Trump’s handling of the coronavirus crisis?
Approve...................................................................................................................... 26%
Disapprove ................................................................................................................. 56%
Mixed or not sure ....................................................................................................... 17%
V6. When do you think social distancing can be ended and things will begin to get back to
normal where you live?
In the next few weeks ................................................................................................. 12%
Sometime this summer ............................................................................................... 35%
In the fall or winter ...................................................................................................... 23%
Not until 2021 or longer .............................................................................................. 20%
Not sure ..................................................................................................................... 11%
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V7. Is this crisis impacting any major decisions in your life, whether those are career plans,
personal plans, or intentions to pursue additional education? If yes, please describe the
impact on your plans. (Open-ended)
(Categorized Responses):
Little or no impact ....................................................................................................... 31%
Total with Major Decisions Impacted ....................................................................... 66%
Cancelled travel/vacation ........................................................................................... 19%
Changing career plans/Delayed retirement/Can’t look for work .................................... 8%
Can’t visit family members............................................................................................ 7%
Delaying schooling/Distance learning ........................................................................... 6%
Lost job/income ............................................................................................................ 5%
Feeling trapped/Isolated/Not going outdoors ................................................................ 4%
Sports/Leisure/Social activities ..................................................................................... 4%
All my plans/Too much uncertainty to plan ................................................................... 3%
Put off major purchase (car, house, etc.) ...................................................................... 3%
Can’t get needed healthcare/dental .............................................................................. 3%
Delayed or cancelled wedding, graduation, etc. ........................................................... 3%
Delayed moving/relocating ........................................................................................... 2%
Cut back on spending................................................................................................... 2%
Stress/Worry about personal health and money ........................................................... 1%
Loss of treasured hobbies, activities............................................................................. *%
More cleaning, handwashing, wearing masks .............................................................. *%
Other impact, or non-specific answer ........................................................................... 6%
Not sure ....................................................................................................................... 3%
Whatever the impact of COVID 19 on you, we wish you the very best for good health and safety
in these difficult times.
C1. What is your age?
18 to 34 ...................................................................................................................... 29%
35 to 49 ...................................................................................................................... 28%
50 to 64 ...................................................................................................................... 25%
65 or older .................................................................................................................. 18%
C2. In what county do you live?
Allegany County .......................... 1%
Anne Arundel County .................. 9%
Baltimore City ........................... 10%
Baltimore County ...................... 13%
Calvert County ............................ 1%
Caroline County .......................... 1%
Carroll County ............................. 2%
Cecil County ................................ 2%
Charles County ........................... 3%
Dorchester County .......................*%
Frederick County ......................... 4%
Garrett County............................. 1%
Harford County ............................ 4%
Howard County ........................... 6%

Kent County ................................ *%
Montgomery County .................. 19%
Prince George’s County ............ 18%
Queen Anne’s County ................. *%
St. Mary’s County ........................ 2%
Somerset County ......................... 1%
Talbot County .............................. 1%
Washington County ..................... 1%
Wicomico County ........................ 1%
Worcester County ........................ 1%
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C3. What is the last grade in school that you completed?
Less than 12th grade.................................................................................................... 3%
12th grade/High school diploma/GED ........................................................................ 18%
Some college/Associate degree ................................................................................. 25%
Four-year degree/Bachelor’s degree .......................................................................... 26%
Graduate work/Advanced degree ............................................................................... 27%
Not sure or prefer not to say ......................................................................................... 1%
C4. Are there children under the age of 18 living in your household?
Yes............................................................................................................................. 29%
No .............................................................................................................................. 70%
Prefer not to say or not sure ......................................................................................... 1%
C5. Do you identify your race or ethnicity as (randomize): [African-American or Black, Asian,
Caucasian or White, Hispanic or Latino, Middle Eastern, Pacific Islander, Native American],
or something else? Mention any that apply to you. (Allow multiple.)
African-American/Black .............................................................................................. 32%
Asian ............................................................................................................................ 8%
Caucasian/White ........................................................................................................ 57%
Hispanic/Latino........................................................................................................... 10%
Middle Eastern ............................................................................................................. 1%
Pacific Islander ............................................................................................................. 1%
Native American ........................................................................................................... 3%
Something else ............................................................................................................ 1%
Prefer not to say or not sure ......................................................................................... 1%
C6. What is your gender identity? (Telephone sample: Do not read choices.)
Male ........................................................................................................................... 47%
Female ....................................................................................................................... 52%
Additional gender category ........................................................................................... *%
Prefer not to say ........................................................................................................... 1%
Thank you for your time. Your responses have been recorded. Goodbye.

Is this crisis impacting any major decisions in your life, whether those are career plans,
personal plans, or intentions to pursue additional education? If yes, please describe the impact
on your plans.
2 trips cancelled, family wedding canceled, can't visit my nearby family, no toilet paper at the store, harder to get
food, stores closed
A job offer was rescinded due to lost funding.
activities socials
Adding everyday stress
all plans
Always clean my house, wash my hands frequently
Am unable to see aging family members out of state
As an essential worker is it it worth the risk.
Be safe
Being on an effective lockdown, I have cancelled all my plans for the year so far
Better life together
Bus trips put on hold, not sure if will be able to attend.
Buying a car
Buying a house
Buying a new car has been delayed
By letting me still work getting education
Can't attend college, online classes are a hassle and parents don’t work, lack of money for college and no summer
classes
can't go outside
Can't marry Amy yet
Can't visit my granddaughter
Canceled 2 major trips
Canceled international travel
Canceled trips. Not being with grandchildren.
canceled vacations
Cancelled some planned get-togethers with friends, and the summer camp I work is cancelled
Cancelled travel
cannot attend AKC dog shows, my only hobby. Cannot get kidney stone surgery although I have been in terrible
pain. They consider it elective surgery.
Cannot go on vacation
cannot visit relatives
Can’t go anywhere or do as i like
career path and retirement timeframe
career plans
career plans
Career plans
Career plans for job interviews
Career plans, travel, and generally my ability to get out and socialize
Career plans: I was planning to quit my job soon before the virus, but now I'm choosing to stay because of the
stability that they have been able to provide. Personal plans: I was supposed to travel for birthday plans.
Career plans. I am a recent college graduate

Career plans. I planned to go back to work right before the crisis and now my timeline for saving and buying a
home is pushed back
Career, personal, travel
Career. I am not working.
Career/Personal Plans
Career
changing job
Children education, family plans,
Closing out an estate. Moving.
COIVD 19 is no joke
College campus
COVID 19 has cancelled all summer events that I look forward to, such as my drum and bugle corps. Additionally,
I have lost my job indefinitely.
currently i have not faced any big difficulties but i am worried about the future
Cut work hrs and cancelled all my plans
Cutting back on spending -- worried about camp this summer.
Date night with husband and family vacations
Definitely impacting vacation plans I made last winter.
Delayed moving
Delayed plans
Delayed trips to visit family
do not want to go outside anymore
doctor
Don't have enough money
Early retirement from health care industry due to anxiety
educational
Elimination of 3 extensive trips
Everything is now put on hold.....everything.
Everything is on hold
Everything is on hold
Everything is on hold for major life decisions
Forced us to reconsider/postpone vacation/travel plans
friends
Furloughed from my job and my graduation got cancelled. I am debating whether or not to look for a job just in
case I can't return to mine.
Getting my masters
Go to my gf house
Going on vacation
graduation ceremony for college is no longer, cannot work during pandemic
Had to cancel a planned trip.
had to cancel vacation
Had to reschedule a vacation
had travel plans cancelled and another potentially cancelled
Have had to stay in Fl because they are more open them MD
Have postponed needed dental work

have stopped our plans for vacation, purchasing major appliance as will not leave any service person in my home.
Have vehicles to sell and other things, but can't have anyone to see them
I am delaying moving out of my brother's house and purchasing a home of my own until I feel it's safer to be out
and about.
I am planning on going to CNA school, getting a job as a CNA, then pursuing Nursing School. However, since I
was originally planning on furthering my education this summer, this pandemic definitely affects this timeline.
i am putting off plans to buy a new car
I am retired.
I am unemployed and it has stopped me from trying to get one
I can't go see my son's or grandkids I can't keep scheduled appointment
I can't help my daughter who's having a new baby this week
I cancelled travel plans for leisure.
I cannot travel to Russia to visit my kids
I can't go anywhere for my birthday in 4 days
i can't hang out with loved ones
I can't sit an exam
I don't know if I'll have a job / consistent income this summer. Travel plans are on hold.
I had to cancel all my travel plans
I have been having to cancel plans to stay safe.
I have been looking to change my career, so this has definitely affected my ability to actually go into a place to
apply for work
I have decided to hold off on any major financial decisions
I have enrolled in college
I have not been able to look for a job or continue studying.
I have not seen my great granddaughter in 7 weeks and she is only 18 months old, I am afraid she will not
remember my husband, my son and myself.
I have to do all my classes online, and I worry that it might carry into my graduating semester
I listen to the news and see what they say
I need better computer skills. With that I can work from home
I planned to take trips and had work plans
I postponed a trip
I think it's time to put people back to work. We've done a lot of damage to a lot of people and businesses and this
has impacted me in a way that I'm not sure of yet, meaning I don't know how or if it is affecting the company I work
for so I might end up being without a job if this Shutdown lasts any longer
I want to buy a house, but I can't visit any.
I was going to go to Colorado for spring break as well as Florida in the summer. I also was going to do a big
anniversary with my husband for our 1 year, however, we could not do it.
I was laid off from my teaching job. This will impact or finding a new job
I was meant to be moving, but have to wait on that
I was planning on going on vacation. That will be canceled now.
I was planning on transferring to a four-year university this fall but am now unsure if it's safe. I'm addition, I have
lost my main source of income, so I do not know if I'll be able to afford college.
I was planning to go on vacation, but it's cancelled
i was supposed to start working but now i can't because of the virus
I would like to be able to visit my grandchildren, including one who is new. Who knows when that will happen?
I'm postponing my annual vacation
I'm trying to get a full-time job and get rich

i'm worried like i feel like with everything and everyone not agreeing with each other about the situation it's gonna
fall
Idk, but yeah, I guess
I lost my job recently. So all of my money spending plans have been stopped.
I’m outta job, cannot proceed with my usual routine, social distancing
Impacting mostly foreign and domestic travel, and seeing family and friends
Inability to get some dental work done.
inability to take vacations and move around as I would wish
Inability to travel and celebrate major accomplishments.
Intentions to pursue additional education (on hold)
It causes me to save more for an emergency budget.
It has affected me finishing college with my friends and our summer trips
it has cancelled my vacations for the year. i had to end a vacation early d/t to quarantine. my family has not been
able to visit
it has changed the way that i work, teleworking instead of going to an office
It has halted my plans to find a better job than I had, and to find a new place to live.
It has just messed up my social life and also trying to find a second job
it has put a pause on my plan to apply to graduate school
It is impacting career & personal plans - mostly in that we can't plan at all because there is no real timeline for
anything
it is impacting school for my daughter
It is impacting some dental treatments and visits to family
It is making it much more difficult to get a job
it is putting back my plan to move away
it is very serious
It's hard to see my family and my plans got cancelled.
It's impacting my income, how I live, the things I used to do, and my mental health. It has been a massive crisis.
It's isolating people and keeping everyone in a bubble harms their immunity
it's rough out here for a player
It's impacting me from going out and looking for something that I want to do
job and vacation
Job hunting, home buying
job search after graduating college
Just being home bound and not able to plan any trips to visit family
just made things difficult
kid's schooling
LESS TRAVELING
Limiting travel to visit family
little
Long distance travel suspended
Looking to switch jobs but unable due to the crisis
Lost my job
Lots of uncertainty and unsure how to make plans
Mainly just preventing us from traveling to see family/friends.
major travel plans disrupted

May not be able to travel to sporting events this year
messed my travel plans
Money to pay for school
Mostly large vacation plans that were scheduled for early summer with the family
move out
must stay at home
my classes have been moved to all online and we have to push back clinicals and graduation for at least 3 months
My daughter needs help with housing
My job
My job hunt has not included retail outlets.
My plans to travel this summer are cancelled. Not sure when I will travel again given Covid 19.
My works hours and money I'm making
no longer go to movies or to eat at restaurant
no medical treatments till lock-down lifted
no plans
No real impact other than worry about my son a doctor in NYC
No travel
no vacation plans or time off
no will take some online courses
No, not at all. It's merely a minor inconvenience.
NO. But worrying in working and shopping environment be different.
No. I am still able to get my education. I just have to do it while at home.
No. It's just harder to go out and get groceries for your household
None, just waiting till everything gets back to normal
not able to travel or play basketball
Not as of yet, but down the line it could leave to layoffs which would then impact my family and our major decisions
Not at this point yet.
not bad i likely
not being able to visit parents who are elderly
Not going to work because of family with poor immune systems, No Senior Prom, changed graduation, no 'last
day' for senior year, no senior season for sports, online school, potential for starting college late
Not here
Not my career or education plans, but just my daily life and personal plans. No family or friend get-togethers right
now.
Not really impacting my life.
Not seeing my family face to face
not yet, but I am worried
Only that I'm not being paid
Only travel plans
paying for my house...vacation....graduation
personal plans
personal plans
Personal plans
personal plans - seeing friends, visiting family

personal plans - spending more time with family
personal plans (vacation)
Personal plans and success in school
Personal plans for family travel and gatherings are affected but these are nothing compared to others who have
lost their income
Personal plans with trying to move
personal plans, vacation, concerts
Personal plans...international travel
planned events have been cancelled
Podcast
Possible cancellation of Sept trip
Postponing travels, keeping indoors mostly, working from home, spending more time with my family at home.
potential of purchasing a home
Prevents traveling
Pursue alternative ways to make money and to save more
Put a bid on a house and awaiting loan approval but with no job it may fall thru
putting off regular medical care & elective surgery
Rethinking vacation plans for summer.
retirement
Ruining everything
saving more money
Scary
School and theatre both closed
School. Because nothing is open, I cannot study without my kids needing me
schools closed and child distant learning
Social gatherings, to include church
some indefinite ways, not fully sure how
some personal plans such as vacations, school events
son's college graduation cancelled - vacation for 50th birthday cancelled - daughters 16th birthday party cancelled.
spending
start all over and be positive
Staying home
Stores closed, grocery stores not having things I need, unable to go to restaurants, not able to go to the library,
schools closed.
Summer vacations and gatherings
taking vacation
The COVID-19 crisis affected my plans to have the house interior easel repainted and renovate one of the
bathrooms. It made me cancel plans for international travels. The worst is the inability of a member of the family to
continue her graduate degree
This could take a few pages.
This crisis is impacting me because my doctor's office is closed at this time, and i have to use video when i talk to
my doctor.
time off/vacation plans, spending (rising costs and availability of cleaning/disinfecting items, social
interactions/planned outings
Travel
travel plans

Travel plans
Travel plans
Travel plans
Travel plans. Celebrations
Travel to my family in various locations is hindered as is their travel to me
travel to see the family had to be canceled
Travel, education
Traveling internationally
traveling plans
Traveling plans
Traveling, buying a new house
Trump has sanctioned the murder of more than 50,000 people in the US with his indifference and party over
people. Those of us who will love through this have lost a year of our lives, plans that can never come back,
experiences we can ever have again.
vacation
Vacation
Vacation
Vacation and dining out
vacation and travel
Vacation in the summer
vacation pl6
vacation plans
Vacation to China was cancelled
Vacation to visit family on hold. Missing events birthdays, weddings etc
vacation will be cancelled
Vacation, kids out of school
Vacation/visiting family who are both in state and out of town
vacations
very little, except staying home
Virtually everything.
visit my children and grandchildren for Mother's Day
Wanna get my job back
Wanted to go back to work full time now I can't with my daughter out of school
Was not able to celebrate our anniversary the way we wanted to
Was planning a family relocation that is now on hold
We are planning to move state to join the family but now we cant.
We canceled our summer family trip to WDW. There would have been 18 of us. It's not the worst thing in the
world. But it made me sad. Also, my husband's coworker, age 41, died last week. Very sad.
We have a trip scheduled for the national parks in Utah that will probably have to be cancelled.
We have travel plans in May that we are most likely going to postpone. We travel to put flowers on family graves
and have a mini family reunion. It is a trip that I make almost every year. It will be sad to not go but I can put
flowers on the graves later in the year.
we will not be taking a vacation this summer
We won't be able to take a summer vacation like we normally would.
Wearing masks and gloves

Will affect selling my house and moving
Will not be able to earn income due to my work environment involves large number of people; Conventions.
Will not take a vacation this summer and we've put off home improvement projects
Yeah, it's put a bunch of medical care I need on hold. I'm high risk, with severe asthma, and on 24/7 oxygen
support. I'm not getting out of my house any time soon.
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes, because I can't go to school now
Yes, because I don't even know
Yes, cuz I can't work out or play soccer
yes, I planned to go back to school but now I don't know
Yes, I was supposed to start a new job
yes, it impacts children education
Yes, job opportunities
yes, looking for new house
Yes, medical appointments and vacations
Yes, Personal plans and education
Yes, planning vacations
Yes, they are.
yes, travel plans
yes- vacations were cancelled and it may impact daughter's fall wedding
Yes, I just have to move my travel plans until later in the year
Yes, because I had to quit driving in 2017 due to health reasons and since then I have to pay for rides. It's been
hard for me to get rides, even though I pay, since Covid-19, so I'm at home 99% of the time. I miss running
errands and going to my doctor appointments, as well as seeing family and friends.
yes, being able to safely go out into public
Yes, buying first home and starting new job
Yes, career plans
Yes, deciding whether or not to move near school for the fall semester
Yes, delayed next job
yes, I am a senior in High School, and can't go to my school's Prom or My own 2020 Graduation
Yes, I am in school right now so that is something that has been affected. I am worried about finding internships as
well.
Yes, I am spending the least possible and postponing some things I had planned to do.
Yes, I am waiting on pursuing career and educational plans for the time being.
Yes, I can do longer keep my grandchildren nor let ANYONE in my home.

Yes, I can no longer see anyone in person.
Yes, I want to be able to go back to school and to find a job. But this crisis has put that on pause
Yes, interfering with my daughter's wedding and vacation plans.
Yes, it's affecting us in terms of continuing our business and our needs.
Yes, it’s making my payments a bit lower.
Yes, job market seems very unstable with few opportunities to move or advance
Yes, my senior year with prom and graduation, college
yes, postponed wedding, postponed travel, was slated for a raise that has been postponed
yes, there are appointments I need to make
Yes. Being able to go out
yes. debt reduction. unable to work PR for Uber
Yes. I am temporarily out of work and we are unable to have family vacations.
Yes. I can't see my health care.
Yes. I was supposed to travel for a great job opportunity to Japan, but it has been cancelled due to covid19.
Yes. I'm unable to take my son for educational experiences. I'm unable let to take care of important health issues
like dental problems & medical tests.
Yes. It is impacting my schoolwork as it has been shifted to online studies, therefore I am losing valuable clinical
experience that I would like to have within my field of nursing. It is also impacting my child's education, since
elementary schools have been shifted to at home learning.
Yes. It's hindering my plans for marriage.
Yes. My whole life
Yes. School and working
Yes. Starting a part time job, and future vacation plans
You don't need to know my plans in my education but thank you for asking

